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Brutus Report
Jeremy Utley, NQ0M
The annual 4SQRP “Brutus Bash” campout event was held Sept 11-13, 2015.
The location, as always, was the Big Brutus Museum and Visitors Center located
just outside West Mineral, KS. Attending were: Terry Fletcher WA0ITP, Joe
Porter W0MQY, Tom Sevart N2UHC, Jeremy Utley NQ0M, Robin Utley
WA6CML, Arnie Grubbs KA0NCR, Jim Sheldon W0EB, Bill Dekle KV6Z, Dick
Hammond N0TGR, David Copeland KA0KRN, Johnny Matlock AC0BQ, Walter
Dufrain K5EST, and Joy Dufrain NQ5R. This is from memory, so if I missed
anyone, I sincerely apologize! Radio conditions left a little to be desired, but a
few contacts were made, and a lot of fellowship was had. Johnny treated us to
his standard smoker fare, with Bratwursts provided by Jeremy, as well as his own
ribs and beans. As always Brutus is a great time, and anyone within range
should try to make it at least once!

Tom, N2UHC, operating his FB Tribander (Photo by KA0NCR)
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Terry, WA0ITP’s “Wahr” and the famous “QRP” camper (Photo by KA0NCR)

Joe, W0MQY’s operating position (Photo by KA0NCR)
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Dick, N0TGR and David, KA0KRN brought this nice FT-817 go kit (Photo KA0NCR)

Johnny, AC0BQ posing with his famous smoker that made all the good food (Photo WA6CML)
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Running for the First Time
“Uncle” Phil Anderson, W0XI
For about the last eight months I’ve begun to enter a few of the CW contests on
the air. My code is about average so jumping into these CW contests has been a
challenge. Until this week, I’ve always operated as a POUNCE station; that is, I’d
listen to a RUNNER (CQ station) and then attempt to make contact.
For those of you who have not participated in any contests, here’s the general
drill:
1. Find the list, time, and rules for each test. You can do this by simply googling
“radio contest calendar.” WA7BNM’s site usually pops up at the top of the search
list. Click on that and you’ll find his calendar and links to the upcoming tests.
2. Then click on the contests of interest to obtain the message exchange,
operating period, and website for each. For example take the Kansas QSO Party
Test. The runner station usually sends KSQP and CALLSIGN. This is in effect his
CQ. Those listening then return his call by sending their CALLSIGN. The runner
then picks out a call and sends that call sign followed by 5NN and an
abbreviation of his county (if in Kansas) or his state (SPC) otherwise. The second
station then returns 5NN and his county or state (SPC). This completes the
exchange. The RUNNER will generally start calling CQ again immediately.
As you can imagine, a runner in most cases can easily complete more
exchanges (contacts) than a search and find (pounce) station. Witnessing this
yet figuring I’d crash, I decided I’d try being a runner for the Kansas QSO party
test that just completed August 29 and 30. While not great, I did a decent job.
And I have to say this: IT WAS REALLY A BLAST!
To give myself a decent change at not totally screwing up, I programmed my
WinKeyer-USB to send the contest CQ with the touch of one of the message
buttons: CQ KS WØXI. I also programmed the second message button to send
5NN DOUG, the abbreviation for Douglas County. In an attempt to not get
bombed by 35 WPM return exchanges, I set the WPM rate of the WinKeyer to 22
WPM. Thank goodness that most came back at close to that speed. A few hotshots were too fast, so I simply sent “?” so I could hear their call again. That
usually worked. The challenge here was to copy the calls and Kansas County
abbreviations. If you’ve been on the air much at all, then two letter abbreviations
are not that hard to copy, partly because the call sign number (i.e. W7XYZ)
generally limits the choice of states.
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I was amazed that the rate of completed contacts grew so quickly. Four or five
times over the first hour I’d get a pileup and collect up to 7 or 8 calls-messages in
a minute to two, then there would be a void for a bit and then another batch
would response. To my surprise, after a couple of hours, I’d worked 30 states
and 3 provinces. As I said above: IT WAS A REAL BLAST!
It didn’t take long to return to reality. I’m not ready to “run” in the CWT weekly
tests sponsored by the CWOPs group (three one-hour sessions each
Wednesday). I’ve got to improve my skills to do even decently. That means I
need to relearn how to type the numbers on the top row of the keyboard, improve
my copy and typing of the call signs and exchanges as they arrive and improve
my reception speed. This will take effort and time but I think I’m hooked!
PS: My station consists of an Elecraft K3 with second receiver and P3
Panadapter with large flat screen display, 100 watt internal AMP, the WinKeyerUSB, SteppIR vertical and 20-meter Beverage (usually for diversity with the
second RX. I’m using N3JFP’s contest programs for logging. I’m considering a
20/40 meter Yagi of some sort given that the sunspot cycle is in decline.

Why I Love CBs
Tom Sevart, N2UHC
Ed. Note: Tom has graciously allowed us to reprint this article he originally wrote
for the Flying Pigs newsletter “Bacon Bits Quarterly” in 2008.
It's true, I admit it. I love CB's. Mind you, I didn't say that I love CB, as in the radio
service itself. I'm well aware of the disdain a lot of hams have for CB'ers, justified
or not, but I won't go into that here. Rather, I love the radios themselves. It's not
that I'm driving around talking to "Gearjammer" or looking for smokey reports, but
rather I like to use old CB's in my ham radio homebrew projects.
I've found that parts from CB's are great for making a homebrew project look
great, and old CB's of varying condition tend to be plentiful and cheap at
hamfests. I tend to look for cheap nonworking CB's if available (I've even gotten
them for free), but I've even cannibalized old, working CB's for parts. For some
reason I do tend to have a slight twinge of guilt when I tear apart a working CB
even though I have no interest in operating CB. Aside from the truckers, CB is
dead in my area anyway. But the good thing is that if the CB works, we know
that all the components are good.
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Since CB's are radios, they can be a goldmine of parts that we can use to
complete our homebrew projects. Granted, if we have a well-stocked junk box or
if we're putting together a kit, chances are that we don't really need to use any of
the components that make up a CB. However, for scratch-built projects they can
provide us with a good resource for parts.
When I get old CB's, there are a few components I usually look forward to
salvaging from them. First of all, CB's usually have about two or three
potentiometers which always come in handy for homebrew projects. There are
few radio projects which won't use them. Almost every CB has a volume taper
pot for the volume, and another pot for the squelch which I've found is usually
also audio taper.
Some of the older CB's may have an additional pot or two, which can help us
stock our junk box. If you find one that has several knobs across the front panel,
you're in luck. The thing about pots from old CB's is that if they have been sitting
around for a long time they may get dirty which results in scratchy audio. All that
is needed is to have some contact cleaner sprayed into them. And don't forget to
keep the plastic knobs from these pots, since they will make a homebrew radio
look nice especially if all the knobs match. Also keep any plastic pushbutton
knobs.
In a similar vein, just about every CB has those slider switches which I've found
really come in handy. They will be Single-Pole Double Throw (SPDT) to Triple
Pole Triple Throw (TPTT), so they will work for just about any application you can
think of. Most of them will be simple slider switches, but in some old CB's I've
found neat toggle switches.

A before and after shot of a BitX20 built by Tom, N2UHC

Older CBs also have those neat S/power meters in them. I've got several little
meters that I've salvaged, probably more than I'll ever use. Schematics for SMeter or power meter circuits are available on the internet, and it's a neat way to
jazz up a homebrew transceiver. Newer CBs tend to have LED bargraph meters,
of which the LED's could be used for that or some other purpose. But be sure to
save the meters, since they can be hard to find on the electronics market.
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The final transistor s from old CB's can also be used as final transistors in our
homebrew projects. This is assuming that the transistors are still good and
haven't been abused by someone transmitting into a mismatched antenna. The
transistors used in different CB's vary from brand to brand, and searching on the
internet will probably be required to find data sheets for them.
I have found data sheets for very old transistors that I had no clue as to what
they were, so hopefully information exists for the final transistors used in old
CB's. Remember, CB's transmit 4 Watts AM, so this would work out fine for our
QRP projects.
I almost forgot to mention the microphones (maybe since I usually operate CW),
but these also come in handy for wiring up to a homebrew SSB radio (such as
the BitX20) or even wiring up to your commercial ham rig. CB mikes come in a
variety of types, so you may find dynamic or crystal mikes, not to mention the
possibility of finding amplified mikes. I once was given a nice brushed-aluminum
Turner 254HC desk mike which didn't have an element in it. I did manage to find
one in an old CB hand mike which was similar to the original and worked nicely.
Now the microphone is a nice addition to my HF ham rig.
Don't forget all the other components in CB's, such as resistors, capacitors, audio
transformers, IF cans, LED's, speakers, etc. You never know when you'll need
that one little component that you can't seem to find, yet it may exist on an old
CB PC board. And speaking of LED's, don't forget about the LED channel
display in CB's made since the late 1970's. Three of these two-number displays
joined side-by-side would make a nice frequency readout.
Not only have I used CB parts for
homebrew projects, but in a couple
of instances I have used the entire
CB. My 10 meter beacon consists of
an old Midland CB that was
converted to the 10 meter band.
This was done simply by replacing a
crystal and tuning it up. I added a
keyer to key the unmodulated AM
signal to make CW. I also have
another old AM CB which was
similarly converted, however this one
operates in the 10 meter AM band
on 29 MHZ.

A Small Wonder 20 built into a CB case
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Once we have salvaged everything we can from a CB, the case itself is usually
just about the right size for our QRP projects, and the good thing is they will likely
already have an SO-239 jack installed in the rear. I have built many projects into
CB cases.
What makes a homebrew
radio really appealing is a
nice, professional-looking
front panel.
With
commercially-produced or
homebrew enclosures this
generally is not hard to
achieve, but with CB cases
it may take a little finesse.
The best CB's to use are
the older ones with a
plastic,
recessed
front
panel which have painted Tom’s famous “MultiWonder” – a tri-band rig built into an old
CB Case
foil inlays. I've found that
the old Royce CB's typically use this type and are great for homebrewing.
The way I make a nicelooking front panel is to
remove the old foil inserts
and cut my own inserts from
thin PC board to install in
their place. This way I can
cover up holes that I don't
want and put switches and
pots where I want them.
Once all necessary holes
are cut or drilled into the
inserts, I'll paint them
usually with white spray
paint and then label any
controls with small rub-on
lettering. On occasion, I may print out a logo from my computer, cut it out, and
then glue it to the painted panel using white Elmer's glue.
A CB case with newly-installed PCB front panels

Once the logo and the rub-on lettering are in place, I overspray the insert with
clear spray paint. Once it's dry, I'll either epoxy it into place in the old front panel
or attach it with screws. The result is an attractive front panel without extra holes
or painted lettering. But this method only works with the recessed, inlaid panels.
I haven’t yet figured out a good way to make a good front panel out of the molded
& silkscreened front panels usually found on newer CB’s.
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If you're serious about homebrewing, you'll want to keep your junk box full. If
you're serious about keeping your junk box full, you'd be smart to grab up all the
old CB's you can find. I've used CB parts in my projects so much that Joe Porter,
W0MQY, dubbed me the "king of recycling CB's." I guess I just hate to see a
radio get thrown away when it has so much potential, even if it is a CB.

4X4 Sprint Announcement
John Lonigro, AA0VE
The 2015 running of the 4SQRP 4X4 sprint is fast approaching. It will occur on
October 3, 2015 from 1700-2100 UTC (12-4pm CDT). There are some new rules
and a new score calculator available on the 4SQRP website, so please do not
use the old calculator! It will give the wrong answer – guaranteed! AA0VE tried
to make the rules easier to understand. If he failed, please contact him via the
reflector and he will try to explain. If you don’t understand something, there’s a
good chance someone else doesn’t understand it either!

Dan – KB6NU’s Column
Antenna Analyzers You Can Hack
Dan Romanchik, KB6NU
I'm a nut for antenna analyzers. I think that they are one of the most useful things
a ham can own.
I’ve often wondered why there aren’t more DIY antenna analyzer projects,
though. Perhaps it’s because designing measurement circuits isn’t easy. An
antenna analyzer has to have a signal source as well. Even so, an antenna
analyzer doesn't need a whole lot of accuracy to be useful, so you would think
that more builders/hackers would tackle a project like this.
I do know of one antenna analyzer kit on the market. The VK5JST Antenna
Analyser Kit (http://www.ahars.com.au/about/kits/) costs about $110 USD. I
actually purchased this kit a year or so ago, and it looks like a great unit. The unit
seems well-designed, and it comes with a plastic case, unlike many projects
theses days, but I haven’t yet gotten around to building it.
I've also recently found out about an Arduino-based antenna analyzer project
(http://hackaday.com/2015/08/06/40-antenna-analyzer-with-arduino-andad9850/). It uses an AD9850 module as the signal source. The approximate cost
for all the parts is about $40, and you can experiment with the code, if you like. If
you have the time and inclination, this project might be worth taking a hack at.
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Arduino Antenna Analyzer

Another antenna analyzer project from Australia is the VK3YY antenna analyzer
(or "analyser" as they spell it there). It uses an Arduino Nano. The interesting
thing about the blog post in which VK3YY describes the project
(https://vk3yy.wordpress.com/2014/09/29/antenna-analyser-project/) is that you
can follow his design and experimentation process.
Yet another analyzer
While I’m talking about antenna analzyers, let me mention another one that I’ve
just found out about: the IW2NDH Antenna Analyzer (http://www.iw2ndh.com/).
This antenna analyzer isn't a kit, but at $175 seems to be a good deal. This unit
has a frequency coverage of 2 – 160 MHz, and can be used as an antenna
analyzer, signal generator, and a scalar network analyzer.
Apparently, this started out as an Arduino project. As Maximo, EA1DDO, pointed
out on the radioartisan Yahoo Group, there is source code for this project on
GitHub (https://gist.github.com/jackdev23/7876502), and a schematic is available
on
the
Union
de
Radioaficionados
Espanoles
(URE)
website
(http://www.ure.es/media/kunena/attachments/2420/Schematic.jpg).

When not writing about antenna analyzers, Dan, KB6NU, actually builds an
antenna now and then. You can often find him on the HF bands (mostly 40m and
30m), working CW. His #1-rated amateur radio blog can be found at
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KB6NU.Com, and you can e-mail questions, comments, or complaints to
cwgeek@kb6nu.com.

Second Sunday Sprint (SSS) Standings
As published by John Lonigro, AA0VE
Here are the current standings for the Second Sunday Sprints, as published by
John on August 11, 2015. As you know, the station with the most contacts over
the course of the year gets the coveted use of the 4SQRP club call, WQ5RP, for
the October 4x4 Sprint! The current Top 5 are:
Call
KV6Z
WA0ITP
W2SH
AC0BQ
KF7WNS

QSOs
68
47
40
27
20

Looks to me like Bill, KV6Z, will get the club call this year, unless Terry makes a
huge showing in the September running!
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Four State QRP Group
is meeting at the Country Cupboard
Restaurant in downtown Seneca, Mo. This is
one of the locations that 4SQRP folks gather.
The Country Cupboard has a nice menu and they
have a separate meeting room we can use.
The Country Cupboard restaurant is located in the first block north of the blinker light in downtown
Seneca. From Barney's, head north on Cherokee Street (that's the main street of town). Go across the
railroad tracks and keep going past the blinker light stop.
The restaurant is located at 1038 Cherokee street, on the west side of the street.
Caution: If you are headed north, do not make a left "J turn" into a parking spot. "J turns" are illegal in the
downtown area. Keep going north past the restaurant till you reach the residential area north of downtown
where a "U turn" is permitted. Make a U turn there (it's a wide street) and come back to the parking in
front of the restaurant.
Our group is an informal organization with no dues or any other things to get in the way of having fun with
QRP. We get-together monthly for lunch and the sharing of ideas and information, parts

swapping and just plain fun on our normal third Saturday of a month.

All ham radio amateurs (or prospective hams) are invited to participate.
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The Four State QRP Comfortable nets meet each Wednesday night beginning at 7:30 PM CDT,
0030z.

If we have to QSY, I like to move up, Wayne likes to move down, and Dick doesn't have to move
much at all.
Add anything to the exchange that you wish, temp rig, ant, etc. Checking into all sessions is
encouraged.
7:30 CDT 0030z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS
8:00 CDT 0100z ... 80M CW Net on 3564, WAØITP NCS.
8:30 CDT 0130z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS
9:00 CDT 0200z ... 80M PSK Net on 3580.5, NØTGR

Thursday mornings ~ 8 to 8:30am
A gathering of CW ops are having fun on

7.122 MHz
....and you are invited!

Join us on the air on the second Sunday of each
month for the 4SQRP “SSS” – Second Sunday
Sprint – 7-9PM Central time
See: http://www.4sqrp.com/4sqrpOnTheAir.php
for rules and log submission!
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